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COMMENT

TERRY REVISITED AND THE LAW OF STOP-AND-FRISK IN TEXAS

by Marc H. Folladori

In *Terry v. Ohio* the United States Supreme Court recognized the right of law enforcement officials to stop and frisk. The case marked the first time that the Supreme Court directly sanctioned a government intrusion upon the private citizen with justification which amounted to less than probable cause to arrest or search. Because of this, commentators have noted the potential for misapplication of the ruling, some stating that *Terry* expanded governmental authority to search. Indeed, since 1968 the decision has been widely employed to uphold convictions in cases with fact situations ranging from airport hijacking searches to searches of automobiles incident to arrests for minor traffic violations. On the other hand, any discussion of Texas developments in the law of stop-and-frisk prior to 1972 will prove to be brief. Under *Terry*, the authority to stop and frisk is clearly present, but there have been few decisions by the Court of Criminal Appeals of Texas dealing with the procedure. However, recent opinions by the court do indicate an increased awareness of the *Terry* holding.

This Comment will attempt to focus upon three fundamental areas: the impact of *Terry* on governmental authority to conduct searches and seizures under the fourth amendment; the development of stop-and-frisk doctrine in the context of Texas jurisprudence; and the effect certain recently decided cases may have upon *Terry*’s holding and the law of stop-and-frisk in Texas.

I. IN THE BEGINNING: TERRY AND SIBRON

The 1960’s were marked by a tremendous expansion of case law defining the limits of governmental searches and seizures under the fourth amendment of the United States Constitution. The Supreme Court of the United States has stated that “[p]robable cause exists if the facts and circumstances known to the officer warrant a prudent man in believing that the offense has been committed.” *United States v. Moreno*, 475 F.2d 44 (5th Cir. 1973); *United States v. Riggs*, 347 F. Supp. 1098 (E.D.N.Y. 1971); *United States v. Lopez*, 328 F. Supp. 1077 (E.D.N.Y. 1971).


1 392 U.S. 1 (1968). Companion cases to *Terry* decided the same day were *Sibron v. New York* and *Peters v. New York*. The opinions in *Sibron* and *Peters* were consolidated for discussion of New York’s stop-and-frisk statute. 392 U.S. 40 (1968). See notes 34-35 infra, and accompanying text.

2 "The right of the people to be secure in their persons, houses, papers, and effects, against unreasonable searches and seizures, shall not be violated, and no warrants shall issue, but upon probable cause..." U. S. CONST. amend. IV. See also TEX. CONST. art. I, § 9. The Supreme Court of the United States has stated that “[p]robable cause exists if the facts and circumstances known to the officer warrant a prudent man in believing that the offense has been committed.” *Henry v. United States*, 361 U.S. 98, 102 (1959).

The fourth amendment requirement that probable cause exist in order for a search or arrest warrant to be issued extends to warrantless arrests and searches as well. See *Beck v. Ohio*, 379 U.S. 89 (1964); *Worthington v. United States*, 166 F.2d 557 (6th Cir. 1948).


Despite this expansion, commentators often noted the paucity of constitutional guidelines authorizing a police officer to stop, question, and frisk a private citizen where inadequate grounds for an arrest or search existed. In 1968 the Supreme Court was directly confronted with this issue in the now-famous classic stop-and-frisk factual situation in *Terry v. Ohio*. A police officer's attention was attracted to the activities of two men directly across the street from him in downtown Cleveland. One suspect would walk in front of a store window, stop and peer inside, and then continue walking ahead. At a certain point down the street he would turn around and walk back to join his companion, stopping to stare into the same store again. His companion would then follow the same procedure. The two suspects repeated the ritual about a dozen times (apparently "casing" the store for a potential robbery attempt). A third man then joined the pair, conferred with them, and walked away. The two suspects waited momentarily before following the third man. By this point, the officer was highly suspicious of these activities, and he pursued and confronted the three men at a point two blocks down the street from the subject store. He identified himself as a police officer and asked for their identification. When they failed to give a coherent reply, the officer spun defendant Terry around, patted him down, and felt a pistol which he removed from his pocket. Terry was subsequently convicted for carrying a concealed weapon.

In considering whether the officer's conduct was reasonable, the Supreme Court acknowledged that no probable cause to arrest had existed, but felt that the street confrontation situation required a balancing of society's needs to detect and prevent crime with the constitutional protections forbidding unreasonable searches and seizures. The Court first determined that stop-and-frisk procedures are governed by fourth amendment standards, rejecting the state's argument that they represent lesser intrusions upon the person than full-blown searches and seizures. Applying a fourth amendment test of reason-
ableness, the Court found that the officer's actions were reasonable in light of
the circumstances, and noted the law enforcement official's need for a variety
of appropriate responses for the many different situations which confront him
in the course of his law enforcement duties. The majority held that a police-
man may reasonably detain and question a citizen for the purpose of investi-
gating suspected criminal activity in appropriate circumstances, where probable
cause to arrest may be lacking. If, during the course of the investigation, the
police officer finds reason to believe that the suspect is armed and dangerous,
and that his or others' safety may be jeopardized, the Court stated that the
policeman may conduct a pat-down of the outer clothing of the suspect to
discover weapons which might be used to assault him.

Thus, reasonableness, not probable cause, was thereafter to be the guideline
in determining the constitutionality of a policeman's conduct in stop-and-frisk
situations. To justify a particular governmental intrusion upon a person or his
property, the Court stated that the policeman "must be able to point to specific
and articulable facts which, taken together with rational inferences from those
facts, reasonably warrant that intrusion." The majority, no doubt searching
for something more tangible to guide police conduct in that less-than-
probable-cause grey area, formulated an "objective standard" against which
the facts surrounding the circumstances might be judged: "Would the facts
available to the officer at the moment of the seizure or search 'warrant a man
of reasonable caution in the belief' that the action taken was appropriate . . . .
Anything less would invite intrusions upon constitutionally guaranteed rights
based on nothing more substantial than inarticulate hunches, a result this Court
has consistently refused to sanction."

The Court stated that a reviewing court must be guided by a bifurcated
reasonableness test in applying their holding in Terry: First of all, a court
must review the facts and ask whether the facts warranted the intrusion
upon the individual's fourth amendment rights. Secondly, a court must review
whether the scope of such an intrusion was reasonably related to the circum-
stances which justified the interference in the first place. For instance, the
scope of the frisk of the defendant Terry by the police officer was found to be
reasonable by the Court, pointing to the facts that the officer did not place
his hands beneath the outer garments of the defendant and his companions
until he felt a weapon. This procedure, according to the Court, was not a
"general exploratory search for whatever evidence of criminal activity he might
find," but rather a limited search confined "strictly to what was minimally
necessary to learn whether the men were armed and to disarm them once he
discovered the weapons." The net effect of the holding in Terry was the
granting to policemen the authority to make a seizure and conduct a limited
search in factual circumstances which would be inadequate to warrant the
issuance of a search or arrest warrant. This fact, along with the consequent

12 Id. at 10.
13 Id. at 28-30.
14 Id. at 21.
15 Id. at 21-22.
16 Id. at 20.
17 Id. at 30.
fears of resultant unbridled police discretion in street confrontations, was voiced in the dissenting opinion by Justice Douglas.\(^8\) Indeed, Terry did mark an extreme departure from a long-standing premise of the Court that the absence of a warrant would not of itself grant greater authority to the police in conducting searches and seizures.

In the companion case of Sibron v. New York\(^9\) the Court applied its holding in Terry to a similar fact situation, and thereby demonstrated what it considered to be an unreasonable stop-and-frisk. A police officer walking his beat had observed the defendant Sibron conversing with six or eight known narcotics addicts. The officer later observed Sibron in a restaurant talking with three more known addicts. He approached Sibron in the restaurant, asked him to step outside and said, "You know what I am after." Sibron mumbled something and put his hand into his pocket; the officer thrust his hand into Sibron's pocket and pulled out containers of heroin. The Court held that the officer's actions constituted an unreasonable, and thereby unlawful, search, and not a frisk for weapons; therefore, probable cause was required to search the suspect. The Court determined that the officer in Sibron was clearly seeking narcotics rather than acting for his own safety.

II. THE LAW OF STOP-AND-FRISK IN TEXAS

In the five years following Terry many jurisdictions have developed a sizable body of case law in the stop-and-frisk area\(^10\) while a number of states have granted authority and created guidelines for policemen through legislation.\(^11\) In Texas, no such stop-and-frisk statute exists, and until 1973 only one decision of the Court of Criminal Appeals of Texas dealt specifically with the reasonableness of an on-the-street detention of a suspect in circumstances where less than probable cause existed to make an arrest.\(^12\) The broad statutory


\(^12\) E.g., ILL. REV. STAT. ch. 38, § 108-1.01 (1970); I.A. CRIM. PROC. ANN. art. 215.1 (Supp. 1972); N.Y. CRIM. PROC. LAW § 140.50 (McKinney Supp. 1972). These statutes are essentially codifications of the holding in Terry. See also CAL. PEN. CODE § 833 (1970); DEL. CODE ANN. tit. 11, §§ 1902 (Supp. 1970), 1903 (1953); MASS. GEN. LAWS ANN. ch. 41, § 98 (Supp. 1973); N.H. REV. STAT. ANN. §§ 594:2, 594:3 (1955); R.I. GEN. LAWS ANN. § 12-7-1 (1956).

\(^*\) E.g., Baity v. State, 455 S.W.2d 305 (Tex. Crim. App.), cert. denied, 400 U.S. 918 (1970); see Hensley v. State, 494 S.W.2d 816 (Tex. Crim. App., 1973). Even in those Texas cases whose factual situations properly call for application of Terry's holding, the court has gen-
authority granted a Texas peace officer to arrest without benefit of a warrant may be a principal reason for the absence of Texas case authority dealing with stop-and-frisk. If a lawful arrest without warrant is made, a search incidental and contemporaneous to that arrest for weapons and items of evidentiary value may be conducted, although the scope of the search must be reasonable within fourth amendment standards. Article 14.01 of the Texas Code of Criminal Procedure sets out the general statutory authority for an arrest without a warrant. However, such authority is by no means limited to article 14.01; for example, provisions in the Texas Penal Code concerning the unlawful sale or possession of alcoholic beverages and violations of the Motor Vehicle Act grant similar authority to peace officers.

More relevant in the context of stop-and-frisk is article 14.03 of the Code of Criminal Procedure which authorizes a peace officer to make a warrantless arrest of any persons "found in suspicious places and under circumstances which reasonably show that such persons have been guilty of some felony or breach of the peace, or threaten, or are about to commit some offense against the laws." Many convictions in Texas have been based wholly or partially on article 14.03 or its predecessors. However, serious questions must be raised concerning article 14.03's constitutional validity. First, the provision, read literally, gives Texas peace officers authority to arrest in circumstances which the Supreme Court in Terry had decreed would only be appropriate for an investigative stop. In other words, article 14.03 seems to grant authority to generally relied on other authority to justify the peace officer's conduct. For instance, in Sanchez v. State, 438 S.W.2d 563 (Tex. Crim. App. 1969), a highway patrolman stopped an automobile driving away from a warehouse late at night. The suspects refused to answer any questions. The patrolman searched their persons and discovered marijuana. The court held that the search was valid as incident to an arrest authorized by TEX. CODE CRIM. PROC. ANN. art. 14.03 (Supp. 1972). See notes 28-29 infra, and accompanying text. See also Lara v. State, 469 S.W.2d 177 (Tex. Crim. App. 1971), cert. denied, 404 U.S. 1040 (1972).
arrest on suspicion, thereby violating the requirement that probable cause exist in order for an arrest to be constitutionally valid. 59 Secondly, the statute may be too vague and indefinite to withstand constitutional attack.

The Supreme Court has held that criminal legislation must provide ascertainable standards of guilt so that individuals will be given fair notice that their conduct is considered criminal by law. 60 For example, in 1972, the Supreme Court held in *Papachristou v. City of Jacksonville* 61 that a vagrancy ordinance was void for vagueness under the fourteenth amendment. Because the ordinance was so vague that the average citizen would be unable to determine when he was committing an offense, procedural due process was held to be denied. The ordinance was also found to be too vague in that it permitted police to make arbitrary arrests based upon mere suspicion. Scrutiny of article 14.03 in light of this decision indicates that it fails to meet these constitutional standards. 62 Because of its lack of protective guidelines to insure due process, the provision seems to sanction unbridled police discretion to arrest.

Of course, the constitutionality of a statute on its face has been found not to be the sole determinant of its constitutional validity. In *Sibron v. New York* 63 both parties argued that the principal issue before the Court was the constitutionality of New York's stop-and-frisk statute, a statute similar in scope to Texas' article 14.03. The Court declined to rule on the validity of the statute, noting that the conduct which a statute authorizes is more relevant in a determination of its constitutionality than the language on its face. The validity of a warrantless search, it was noted, is to be decided in the "concrete factual context of the individual case" considered in relation to the fourth amendment's reasonableness standard. 64 Therefore, an attack upon article 14.03's validity must be grounded upon allegedly unconstitutional police conduct squarely authorized by the statute. And, the fact that the arrest is often further justified by statutory authority in addition to article 14.03 makes the burden upon one directly attacking the provision heavier still. 65

III. Application and Misapplication of Terry

Despite the majority's attempts in *Terry* to confine the scope of the issue

59 405 U.S. 156 (1972). See also Baker v. State, 478 S.W.2d 445 (Tex. Crim. App. 1972), in which the court of criminal appeals, following *Papachristou*, ruled that the city of Lubbock's vagrancy ordinance was unconstitutionally vague and indefinite.

60 See note 2 supra.


62 The constitutionality of article 14.03's predecessors was upheld before the court of criminal appeals. See Purdy v. State, 159 Tex. Crim. 154, 261 S.W.2d 850 (1953); Grippen v. State, 80 Tex. Crim. 293, 189 S.W. 496 (1916).


65 E.g., in Lara v. State, 469 S.W.2d 177 (Tex. Crim. App. 1971), cert. denied, 404 U.S. 1040 (1972), both article 14.01 and article 14.03 of the Code of Criminal Procedure were used to justify the suspect's arrest. See also Wallace v. State, 467 S.W.2d 608 (Tex. Crim. App. 1971); Alaniz v. State, 458 S.W.2d 813 (Tex. Crim. App. 1970); Cox v. State, 442 S.W.2d 696 (Tex. Crim. App. 1969). Article 14.03 is said to pertain to the "environment" surrounding the arrest when it is implemented with other arrest authority. Likewise, its usage by Texas law enforcement officers is said to be quite restricted due to the possibility that it carries for false arrest. Interview with W. Westmoreland, District Attorney's office of Dallas County, Texas, in Dallas, Jan. 2, 1973.
presented to the Court, Justice Douglas in his dissent in *Terry* expressed fears that the constitutional guarantees of the fourth amendment would be watered down as a result of the opinion. While subsequent case law has not reflected any major upheaval, *Terry* has had a noticeable impact in certain areas of criminal jurisprudence in Texas and in other jurisdictions.

A. Detention and Investigation of the Suspect

A temporary detention of a suspect for further investigation prior to *Terry* would have arguably constituted an arrest. *Terry*, however, constitutionally sanctioned a reasonable detention in circumstances where probable cause to make an arrest did not exist, thereby allowing courts to be less stringent regarding review of the "stop" stage in police investigation procedures. One author has noted that *Terry's* impact already has been felt in cases upholding temporary detentions which would have before caused "considerable 'constitutional jitters.'"

Two cases handed down by United States Courts of Appeals exemplify this broadened authority. In *United States v. Saldana* two agents of the Border Patrol were maintaining traffic surveillance at a terminal of an Oklahoma turnpike to apprehend illegal aliens. They observed a camper-pickup truck stopped at the toll gate with three occupants "of Mexican descent" in the front seat, and asked the driver, Saldana, to pull over to a nearby parking area. The agents then questioned the three and ascertained that Saldana's passengers were illegal aliens from Mexico. The aliens were placed under arrest. A search of the camper revealed twelve additional illegal aliens, whereupon Saldana,

---

57 *Terry's* basic issue was viewed quite narrowly by the Court: "whether it is always unreasonable for a policeman to seize a person and subject him to a limited search for weapons unless there is probable cause for an arrest." 392 U.S. at 15.

58 See note 18 supra, and accompanying text.

59 E.g., *Rios* v. United States, 364 U.S. 253 (1960); *Henry* v. United States, 361 U.S. 98 (1959). Both cases held that the detentions of the defendants and subsequent searches of their automobiles were invalid under the fourth amendment. The Court found that the "stops" were in reality arrests, and were invalid because probable cause was lacking.

60 Cook, *Varieties of Detention and the Fourth Amendment*, 23 ALA. L. REV. 287, 300 (1971). See, e.g., *Gaines* v. Craven, 448 F.2d 1236 (9th Cir. 1971); *United States v. Unverzagt*, 424 F.2d 396 (8th Cir. 1970). In *Gaines* a policeman received an unconfirmed tip that narcotics were being sold by the defendant. The policeman stopped the defendant leaving his apartment, whereupon the frightened defendant attempted to throw a package back inside the apartment. A search of the package revealed that it contained narcotics. The Ninth Circuit, relying on *Terry*, held that a well-founded suspicion was all that was necessary to detain the defendant for an unlimited inquiry. In *Unverzagt* the Eighth Circuit upheld the "seizure" of the defendant by federal authorities in the men's room of a tavern. The court stated that although no probable cause to arrest existed, under *Terry* the officers had a limited right to stop a suspect for investigation.

45 F.2d 352 (10th Cir. 1972); 1972 UTAH L. REV. 109; accord, United States v. Granado, 453 F.2d 769 (10th Cir. 1972).

61 It must be noted that border searches by their very nature comprise a necessary exception to fourth amendment search-and-seizure requirements. While probable cause to search is not required, border searches are governed by the fourth amendment's reasonableness requirement. See, e.g., *Rivas* v. United States, 368 F.2d 703 (9th Cir. 1966), cert. denied, 386 U.S. 945 (1967); *Blefare* v. United States, 362 F.2d 870 (9th Cir. 1966); *King* v. United States, 258 F.2d 754 (5th Cir. 1958), cert. denied, 359 U.S. 939 (1959). However, where a checkpoint for illegal aliens is manned a "reasonable distance" from a United States border (usually interpreted as 100 miles), as in *Saldana*, the agent's conduct is no longer governed by border search standards. 8 U.S.C. § 1357(a) (3) (1970). The government in these instances must establish that the search was based on probable cause. See, e.g., *Fumagalli* v. United States, 429 F.2d 1011 (9th Cir. 1970); United States v. Winer, 294 F. Supp. 731 (W.D. Tex. 1969).
an American citizen, was arrested and charged with knowingly transporting aliens illegally in the United States. The trial court held that the stopping of the vehicle itself constituted an arrest without probable cause, and the subsequent search was thereby illegal. The court of appeals reversed and relied on Terry to justify the stop. The court found the initial stop not to be an arrest, but a “reasonable and routine discharge” of the agents’ duties. It must be noted, however, that while the opinion in Terry referred to specific conduct arousing suspicion of criminal activities in justifying the stop, the initial inquiry in Saldana was based upon no more than the presence of Mexican-Americans travelling on the highways. It is questionable whether this observance alone would lead one “reasonably to conclude . . . that criminal activity may be afoot,” as Terry required.44

In conjunction with determining whether the investigatory stop in Saldana was reasonable, it is interesting to compare Saldana with the Ninth Circuit decision of United States v. Mallides.45 There, two police officers patrolling in an area of Oceanside, California, heavily populated by Mexican-Americans, spotted a car occupied by six males appearing to be of Mexican-American descent. As the car passed the patrol car, the officers noticed that the occupants were sitting erect and that they did not turn to look at the patrol car as it passed. The officers thereupon pursued and stopped the car, which the defendant Mallides was driving. Upon investigation the officers discovered that Mallides’ passengers were illegal aliens. The Ninth Circuit overturned the conviction, finding the initial stop to be illegal because it was based solely upon the officers’ unsupported intuition and not upon specific and articulable facts. “Tested by any objective standard,” the Court stated, “there is nothing suspicious about six persons riding in a sedan. The conduct does not become suspicious simply because the skins of the occupants are nonwhite or because they sit up straight or because they do not look at a passing police car.”46

Saldana serves to illustrate a problem which originated with the opinion in Terry: the Court failed to define precisely the proper standards for when a “stop” for investigation is constitutionally permissible. Case authority is not lacking which outlines the standards constituting the “probable cause” necessary to justify a warrantless arrest; for example, a mere suspicion or belief has long been held to be an inadequate ground.47 To achieve a similar standard, writers have felt that the Court in Terry should have defined the “level of suspiciousness” that should exist in order for a police officer to stop and investigate a suspect.48

43 392 U.S. at 27.
44 Id. at 30. Terry noted the possibilities for “wholesale harassment” of minority groups by “certain elements” of a police force through stop-and-frisk tactics, and warned that courts would be ever vigilant against such harassing tactics. Id. at 14-15.
45 473 F.2d 859 (9th Cir. 1973).
46 Id. at 861.
48 Some writers have offered their own suggestions of what this precise criterion should be. For instance, one author proposed that the proper standard be “a substantial possibility
Saldana and Mallides further serve to illustrate the expansion of the Terry decision's ruling. A narrow reading of Terry seems to reflect the Court's feelings that the use of investigatory detention procedures in instances where probable cause is lacking should be limited to on-the-street pedestrian-policeman confrontations. However, a study of case history since 1968 reveals that the Terry rationale has been applied to investigatory detentions of occupants of automobiles as well. While the Supreme Court has never directly ruled upon whether Terry's holding regarding reasonable detentions is properly applicable to stops of automobiles, it seems that the situations usually surrounding both the pedestrian and the automobile occupant are analogous enough to merit the same treatment. In Carpenter v. Sigler the Eighth Circuit strictly applied Terry's dual reasonableness test, and upheld the actions of police officers in stopping an automobile in a small Nebraska town late at night. The suspects had been followed by the officers as they pursued an erratic course through the town, passing slowly past certain business establishments in an area in which many burglaries had recently occurred. The officers stopped the auto and asked the suspects to get out of the car for identification purposes. While emerging from the automobile, one of the suspects struck an object protruding from beneath the front seat. The officer shined his flashlight onto the floor of the car and spotted a crowbar and burglary tools. The auto was then fully searched and the occupants were placed under arrest. The court found that the facts and all reasonable inferences presented to the officers justified their initial intrusion. The scope of the intrusion in forcing the occupants to get out of the automobile was likewise found to have been reasonable because of the darkness and the possibility that the occupants might have been concealing a weapon out of sight.

Generally, the detention of a suspect has been upheld where objective facts have existed to sustain the officer's conclusions that criminal activity may be afoot. However, when the detention is based upon nothing more than an
inarticulate hunch or suspicion on the officer's part, the stop is unlawful ac-
cording to *Terry.* In *Commonwealth v. Pollard* the Pennsylvania Supreme
Court held that a detention is unlawful if it is based upon nothing more than
the fact that the suspect is in a high crime area, and there is no further evidence
indicating that the suspect was committing any suspicious or unlawful act
prior to the stop.

The holding in *Terry* has been increasingly applied to situations in which
the policeman has received information from a source other than his own
observation regarding the alleged criminal activity on the detainee's part. Where
the officer has received such information from a previously reliable
informant, or from an anonymous telephone tip, or has received a descrip-
tion of the robber from the victim of the robbery which vaguely fits the
appearance of the suspect, or has received a radio report vaguely describing
the getaway car in a rural bank robbery, courts have held that there is a
reasonable basis to stop the suspect and investigate. In *People v. Harris*
police received a phone call from an anonymous source which stated that the de-
fendant had narcotics in his possession and gave a description of the defendant
and the location from which he would be leaving. Police who were dispatched
to the location observed two men, one matching the defendant's description,
enter a car parked nearby. Pulling alongside, the policemen announced that
they wanted to ask the suspects some questions. The defendant then threw a
foil package containing narcotics out of the car window, which the officers
seized. The court held that the policemen's actions were reasonable police
investigatory functions, noting that case law interpreting *Terry* "has further
articulated its application to investigatory detentions."

However, reviewing courts should not wholly rely upon the policemen's
knowledge and analysis of the facts and circumstances surrounding the deten-
tion in determining its reasonableness. In *State v. Nichols* the Nebraska
Supreme Court upheld the stop of the defendant in circumstances disclosing
no reasonably suspected current criminal activity on the part of the defendant.

formant and subsequent corroboration of tip regarding defendant's activity by observing offi-
cers); *United States v. Wickizer, 465 F.2d 1154* (8th Cir. 1972) (car suspiciously parked
with two females in back seat in area of recent rape attempts); *Wade v. United States, 457
F.2d 335* (9th Cir. 1972) (black male detained at entrance of pedestrian tunnel by officers
responding to a dispatch that a black male had just attempted to molest children in the
same tunnel); *United States v. Zubia-Sanchez, 448 F.2d 1232* (9th Cir. 1971) (appellant's
automobile seen discharging passengers along highway immediately before reaching border
patrol checkpoint); *United States v. Oswald, 441 F.2d 44* (9th Cir. 1971) (description
of automobile matching that where marijuana found in trunk).

*392 U.S. at 22.


*Stone v. Patterson, 468 F.2d 558* (10th Cir. 1972); *United States v. James, 452 F.2d 1375* (D.C. Cir. 1971).

*State v. Garcia, 83 N.M. 490, 493 P.2d 975* (App. Ct.), *cert. denied, 83 N.M.

*United States v. Edwards, 469 F.2d 1362* (5th Cir. 1972).

*United States v. Brumley, 466 F.2d 911* (10th Cir. 1972).

*People v. Harris, 43 Mich. App. 531, 204 N.W.2d 549* (1972).

*43 Mich. App. 531, 537, 204 N.W.2d 549, 554* (1972). *See also United States v.
James, 452 F.2d 1375* (D.C. Cir. 1971); *Youngblood v. State, 47 Ala. App. 571, 238
So. 2d 913* (1972).

*189 Neb. 604, 204 N.W.2d 376* (1973).
The arresting officers had received radio information from another officer that the defendants were approaching their vicinity. The defendants had been previously stopped by another officer who had obtained their names, descriptions, and auto registration and driver's license numbers. A subsequent radio check disclosed that the defendants had burglary and drug arrest records. The arresting officers, armed with only this information, then stopped the defendants although there had been no traffic violation or suspicious conduct by the defendants prior to the stop. A radio was observed by one officer lying on the floor of the car, and subsequent investigation revealed that the radio had been stolen. The officers knew of no burglary which might have been committed in the vicinity, and one officer even testified that he had stopped the defendants only because they were known burglars. The court upheld their conviction, finding that the officers acted appropriately under the circumstances.

Results such as that in Nichols indicate that the reasonableness tests of Terry must be strongly adhered to by courts, and not completely swallowed by lower court dicta supporting "reasonable investigatory detentions" in all circumstances. Under the standards provided by the Court in Terry, such results as Nichols clearly sanction denials of fourth amendment rights.

A recent area of controversy in conjunction with Terry and the investigatory detention theory has been the police practice of checking drivers' licenses and automobile registration papers in situations in which a stop under Terry may be constitutionally impermissible. Many jurisdictions provide statutory authorization of such procedures, and cases upholding the practice are multitudinous. While such procedures are arguably beneficial in keeping unlicensed drivers off the road, they are too often implemented to disguise police investigation of other criminal activity. For instance, in Palmore v. United States a District of Columbia policeman observed a car with Virginia rental license plates and stopped the car for a driver's license check, even though the defendant had committed no traffic violation. The defendant's license was valid, but the car rental agreement had expired. With the aid of his flashlight, the officer spotted a pistol, which upon further investigation, proved to be unregistered. The defendant claimed that the check was an unreasonable seizure under Terry when he was stopped, due to the policeman's inability to point to any specific facts of suspected criminal activity. The court upheld the policeman's actions

---

46 "And in justifying the particular intrusion the police officer must be able to point to specific and articulable facts which, taken together with rational inferences from those facts, reasonably warrant that intrusion. . . . And simple "good faith on the part of the arresting officer is not enough." . . . If subjective good faith alone were the test, the protections of the Fourth Amendment would evaporate. . . ." 392 U.S. at 21-22, quoting Beck v. Ohio, 379 U.S. 89, 97 (1964). See also United States v. Wilson, 465 F.2d 1290, 1294 (7th Cir. 1972).

47 See, e.g., D.C. CODE ANN. § 40-301 (c) (1967); ILL. REV. STAT. ch. 95½, § 6-112 (1971); N.M. STAT. ANN. § 64-13-49 (1972); OHIO REV. CODE ANN. § 4507.35 (1965); TEX. REV. CIV. STAT. ANN. art. 6687b, § 13 (1969).


in finding that the license check was not an unreasonable procedure. A definitive ruling in this area may soon be forthcoming, as *Palmore* is currently pending in the United States Supreme Court with a determination of whether probable jurisdiction exists being postponed until a hearing of the case on the merits.\(^\text{76}\)

In Texas, until recently, few decisions by the Texas Court of Criminal Appeals had dealt with the validity of the "stop" stage of police investigative procedures. While holdings of the court prior to 1972 had cited *Terry* in justifying policemen's actions in conducting on-the-street investigations, these cases primarily were concerned with the validity of the arrests which followed the initial confrontations.\(^\text{77}\) More unusual is a holding in which *Terry* was cited to justify the initial stages of an investigation of a parked automobile. In *Onofre v. State*\(^\text{78}\) the court held that a policeman's actions in approaching and shining his flashlight into the defendant's auto parked behind a lounge after closing time, and discovering marijuana on the seat, were constitutionally proper. The defendant contended that because probable cause was lacking, the shining of the flashlight into the automobile constituted an illegal search. The court agreed that probable cause did not exist, but held that the policeman's methods and the surrounding circumstances were appropriate for an investigation of suspected criminal activity under *Terry*. "As in *Terry*," the court said, "the officers here were discharging a 'legitimate investigative function' when they approached the appellant's automobile."\(^\text{79}\)

**B. The Frisk for Weapons**

Besides granting the authority to "stop," *Terry* recognized that in appropriate circumstances, the policeman may conduct a pat-down of the suspect for weapons. This authority to frisk does not arise automatically, concomitant to the authority to stop.\(^\text{80}\) Rather, a policeman may frisk only in circumstances in which a "reasonably prudent man . . . would be warranted in the belief that his safety or that of others was in danger."\(^\text{5}\) Further, the policeman "must be able to point to particular facts from which he reasonably inferred that the individual was armed and dangerous."\(^\text{77}\) The Court has noted the potential for abuse inherent in the authority to frisk,\(^\text{81}\) and *Sibron* and other decisions have illustrated that this authority may not be improperly implemented to disguise a warrantless search where probable cause is lacking.\(^\text{82}\)
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\(^{79}\) Id. at 701.


\(^{81}\) 392 U.S. 40, 64 (1968).


\(^{73}\) 392 U.S. at 13-15; see note 44 supra.
A troublesome question has been: at what point will the apparent danger presented to the investigating officer by the suspect be constitutionally sufficient to warrant the initiation of a frisk? While courts have placed great importance on the appearance of circumstances as observed by the frisking officer, it is clear that the frisk will not be upheld where it is unreasonable to believe any potential danger is present. In United States v. Lopez, a federal district court noted the absence of adequate standards in this area and offered guidelines for determining whether this level of dangerousness exists. It stated that the reviewing court must first determine the objective evidence available to the policeman at the time of the frisk and the level of probability that the suspect was armed and dangerous. The court must then determine whether these factors justified the frisk in light of the manner and methods of the frisk and the possible risk to the officer and the community if the individual is not disarmed at once.

The "frisk" doctrine of Terry and Sibron has been going through a judicial metamorphosis in recent years in regard to the specific thing or place to be the subject of the protective search. A technical reading of Terry and Sibron seems to authorize only limited frisks of the individual's person for weapons in instances where probable cause to arrest or search is lacking. However, since 1968, the decision's protective search for weapons rationale has been applied to uphold searches involving more varied fact situations, including searches of automobiles and even the contents of a glove compartment. In United States v. Berryhill, the Ninth Circuit upheld the validity of a search of a handbag belonging to the defendant's wife, who was riding in the automobile with the defendant at the time of his arrest. The court acknowledged that no known authority existed that authorized an automatic personal search of a companion of the arrestee present at the time and place of the arrest. However, applying the frisk rationale of Terry, the court said, "We think that Terry recognizes and common sense dictates that the legality of such a limited intrusion into a citizen's personal privacy extends to a criminal's companions at the time of arrest."

The sequence of procedures which Terry authorized has since been the subject of further refinement by courts. There is a heavy inference in Terry that the authority to frisk can only arise following a reasonable investigation and
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80 E.g., in United States v. Johnson, 463 F.2d 70 (10th Cir. 1972), it was held that evidence obtained as the result of a frisk following the stop of the defendant for driving with a noisy muffler was inadmissible since there was a complete absence of circumstances revealing potential danger. Cf. United States v. Humphrey, 409 F.2d 1055 (10th Cir. 1969).
82 Id. at 1097.
83 "We merely hold today that where a police officer observes unusual conduct which leads him reasonably to conclude in light of his experience that criminal activity may be afoot and that the persons with whom he is dealing may be armed and presently dangerous, he is entitled for the protection of himself and others in the area to conduct a carefully limited search of the outer clothing of such persons in an attempt to discover weapons which might be used to assault him." 392 U.S. at 30.
84 United States v. Preston, 468 F.2d 1007 (6th Cir. 1972).
86 445 F.2d 1189 (9th Cir. 1971).
87 Id. at 1193. See also United States v. Del Toro, 464 F.2d 520 (2d Cir. 1972), which upheld the validity of a pat-down of a suspected armed companion of the arrestee.
inquiry by the suspecting officer. However, in *United States v. Pleasant* the Eighth Circuit held that initial inquiries by investigating officers were not necessary requirements which must be fulfilled before an officer can conduct a protective search. There, officers acting on the basis of outside information boarded a bus and arrested the defendant. The defendant thereupon reached for a shotgun wrapped in a sweater in the baggage rack above. Police seized the gun, and later at trial admitted the gun into evidence. The Eighth Circuit determined that no probable cause existed to justify the defendant's initial arrest. The defendant thereupon claimed that the subsequent seizure of the shotgun was improper as a search incident to an unlawful arrest. The court disagreed however with this contention, and held that the seizure of the gun under the circumstances was permissible under *Terry* as a valid protective search. While noting that a narrow reading of *Terry* lends itself to the interpretation that reasonable inquiries are necessary prior to such a search, the court stated that, nevertheless, application of the *Terry* ruling depends upon the peculiar facts presented in each case, and that in *Pleasant* the officer was acting reasonably to protect his and others' safety in seizing the weapon from the defendant.

The chief area of misapplication of *Terry's* protective search doctrine in Texas has been in the category of minor traffic violations. As pointed out previously, technically *Terry* and *Sibron* pertain solely to frisks of the individual's person where probable cause to arrest is lacking. The Texas Court of Criminal Appeals, however, has cited the two decisions on occasion to justify a wide-scale search of an automobile or its occupants incident to an "arrest" for a traffic offense. Of course, questions have arisen before concerning the constitutionality of searches of automobiles incident to arrests for minor traffic violations. For instance, it is highly speculative whether the issuance of a traffic citation constitutes an "arrest" of the type contemplated to initiate a full-scale search for weapons and contraband. Likewise, the scope of such a search remains undefined. While the Supreme Court has never directly considered whether an automobile or its occupant may be searched incident to a traffic arrest where weapons or destructible evidence are not likely to be present, Texas decisions have held that such searches are permissible. In *Lane v. State* a police officer stopped the defendant for speeding, ordered him to step from his vehicle, and searched the automobile, discovering an illegal weapon in the glove compartment. The court of criminal appeals held that probable cause was not required to search the vehicle, because the search was incidental to the arrest, and that no authority existed which limited the scope of such a search. Other opinions by the court of criminal appeals have upheld such unlimited searches where the defendant appeared nervous when stopped.
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88 469 F.2d 1121 (8th Cir. 1972).
89  Id. at 1124-25.
or it appeared that the defendant was attempting "to hide something" in his automobile. The Fifth Circuit and courts in other jurisdictions have, however, invalidated similar exploratory searches incident to traffic arrests by grounding their holdings on the principle that, absent special circumstances, a vehicle search which is not related to the nature of the offense for which the arrest was made is per se unconstitutional.

The decisions in *Terry* and *Sibron* have thus become additional, valuable weapons in the prosecution's arsenal in justifying full-scale searches incident to traffic arrests. For instance, in *Corbitt v. State* the defendant was stopped and arrested for speeding, and the arresting officer observed he was intoxicated. The officer then searched the automobile and discovered illegal drugs. The court of criminal appeals upheld the search and additionally justified it on "the need for the officer's protection," citing *Terry*. In *Mitchell v. State* the defendant was stopped for running a red light, and when the officer approached, he "leveled a barrage of abusive language" upon the officer. The officer then searched the car and the defendant, finding marijuana in his pocket. The court held that the search was valid because the officer had reason to fear for his safety, citing *Terry*. Similar reference to *Terry* and *Sibron* appears in other court of criminal appeals decisions regarding searches incident to traffic arrests. In light of these cases, it is submitted that searches of automobiles incident to arrests for traffic offenses lie outside the intended scope of reasonable searches for weapons of *Terry* and *Sibron*, and their holdings should not be applied to circumstances where probable cause to arrest or search existed in the first place.

IV. REDEFINITION AND SHIFT

Certain decisions handed down in 1972 and 1973 by the United States Supreme Court and by the Texas Court of Criminal Appeals represent further refinement and utilization of the doctrine in *Terry* and are deserving of special consideration and analysis.

*Adams v. Williams.* A police officer patrolling in a high crime area of Bridgeport, Connecticut, in the early morning was approached by an individual who informed him that a person parked nearby in his automobile was carrying narcotics and had a gun at his waist. The officer approached the automobile in
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97 Id. at 186.
100 407 U.S. 143 (1972).
which Williams was sitting, tapped on the window, and asked Williams to open his door. Williams instead rolled down the window, whereupon the officer reached into the car and removed a pistol from Williams’ waistband. The officer arrested Williams and then searched the auto, discovering heroin. The Second Circuit, granting Williams’ petition for habeas corpus relief following his conviction, held that the officer’s action constituted an invalid search of his person and his auto.¹⁰¹

The Supreme Court determined in Adams v. Williams that the officer’s conduct did not constitute an unreasonable search, but rather was an appropriate protective response under the doctrine of Terry. The informant’s tip was found to have contained “enough indicia of reliability” to justify the stop, although the Court noted that the same information would have failed the reliable-credible test of Spinelli v. United States¹⁰² and Aguilar v. Texas¹⁰³ for an arrest or search warrant.¹⁰⁴ In justifying the “frisk,” the court found that the officer’s actions were reasonable for his self-protection in light of the circumstances presented: the high crime rate in the area, the fact that Williams was sitting in an automobile, and the fact that Williams rolled down the window instead of opening the door as requested.¹⁰⁵ The seizure of the gun, the Court said, gave the officer probable cause to arrest Williams for illegal firearms possession.

At first glance the opinion seems to reflect a basic shift from Terry. In Terry the policeman had acted on the basis of his personal observations, scrutinizing the suspicious conduct before interference; Williams indicates that an officer may stop and frisk solely on the basis of unreliable hearsay. The experience, or trained eye, of the policeman in spotting potential criminal activity, so relevant a factor in Terry, seems no longer important. In Williams the information received by the officer failed to constitute probable cause to arrest the defendant, but, as Terry held, probable cause is not required to detain a suspect for investigation. Following the “stop,” the question remaining was whether the officer reasonably feared for his safety to justify the frisk. The Court, however, failed to consider this important question. Sibron held that in order for a policeman to initiate the frisk of a suspect, he must be able to point to particular facts from which he can reasonably infer that the suspect is armed, and that human safety is jeopardized.¹⁰⁶ Because a frisk constitutes a greater invasion of personal privacy than a “stop,” the Court should have more carefully scrutinized the question whether the policeman in Williams should have

¹⁰¹ Williams v. Adams, 441 F.2d 394 (2d Cir. 1971).
¹⁰³ 378 U.S. 108 (1964). The Supreme Court in Aguilar and Spinelli held that a search and seizure cannot be justified on the basis of conclusory allegations of an unnamed informant, unless the informant can be shown to have been reliable in his previous dealings with the police and the information includes the underlying circumstances upon which the informant based his conclusions regarding the defendant’s alleged criminal activity. The information received must meet this two-pronged test in order for there to be probable cause to justify the issuance of a search or arrest warrant by a magistrate.
¹⁰⁴ 407 U.S. at 147.
¹⁰⁵ Id. at 147-48. It is interesting to note that one author foresaw the difficulties that would be present in applying Terry to the case of a suspect seated in a vehicle. He implied that more potential for danger exists in these circumstances than in those involved in a pedestrian-to-pedestrian on-the-street detention as in Terry. LaFave, supra note 48, at 90.
¹⁰⁶ See notes 74-76 supra, and accompanying text.
relied more upon his personal observations and less on hearsay to initiate the frisk. As it stands, Williams implies that the authority to frisk may arise automatically with the authority to stop, a result obviously not desired by the Court in Terry.

It is interesting to note that in Texas the officer's conduct in Williams could be justified completely by statutory authority to arrest. Article 487 of the Penal Code provides that a peace officer may arrest without warrant any person unlawfully carrying firearms, and that the officer himself may be fined $500 for refusing to arrest such violator "upon information from some reliable person." Moreover, article 14.04 of the Code of Criminal Procedure provides that where a peace officer is shown by satisfactory proof, "upon the representation of a credible person" that a felony has been committed and "there is no time to procure a warrant," the officer may arrest the suspect without warrant. Questions of constitutional construction again arise. The provisions both authorize arrest in circumstances which Terry and Williams held would only be appropriate for stop-and-frisk, because probable cause to arrest was lacking.

Brown v. State. An officer on patrol in downtown Dallas about 1:30 a.m. noticed an automobile with out-of-state license plates traveling ahead of him. The officer had investigated a supermarket robbery the previous day, in which the three robbery participants had been generally described. He pursued and observed four men in the auto, three of whom he determined fitted the general description of the robbery participants. He then observed the two men in the back seat moving their shoulders, which he interpreted as signifying the concealment of firearms. The suspects stopped voluntarily, asking the officer the reason for his pursuit. More patrolmen arrived and the suspects were searched. A search of the automobile followed, revealing ammunition and a small package of marijuana. A search of the trunk revealed weapons. The defendants were charged and convicted solely of possession of marijuana. The court of

Notes of the court:


criminal appeals reversed, finding that there was no probable cause to arrest or search, and that the circumstances were not proper for an investigative stop under Terry.

The holding in Brown is significant for two reasons. First, the decision illustrates the court of criminal appeals' increasing recognition of the doctrine in Terry. The second item of significance concerns the court's language. The court stated that "three classes of probable cause" exist to justify a government intrusion: "probable cause to arrest, probable cause to search and probable cause to investigate." In determining the validity of the "stop" of the defendants, the court found that "this chain of inferences is too tenuous to establish probable cause for an investigative stop." These statements can be interpreted in two ways: (1) the court meant to use a more general term, such as "reasonable grounds," or "reasonable belief" instead of the judicially-defined "probable cause," or (2) the language is to be interpreted literally.

"Probable cause" implies a higher degree of incriminating circumstances pointing to criminal activity than does "reasonable suspicion." Terry held that probable cause need not exist to justify an investigative stop. Yet, if this dicta in Brown is taken at face value, then probable cause must be present to warrant a forcible detention in Texas. Also, the court's portrayal of probable cause as divided into three "classes" is dangerous language. To proceed from that premise and assert that less is required to find "probable cause to investigate" than to find "probable cause to arrest" would only further confuse an already vague standard.

Talbert v. State. A police officer on patrol at approximately 2:00 a.m. in Austin spotted an automobile stopped alongside the curb of a street located near the University of Texas campus. He observed a man enter the automobile and then the automobile slowly drive away. The officer pursued the vehicle for a distance and then stopped it to investigate further. No traffic violations were observed, nor did it appear that the automobile's occupants were intoxicated or driving unsafely, but the officer later testified that the occupants were driving in a "high crime area" and he was merely checking to see whether everything was in order. The officer asked for identification from the occupants and then radioed in for a warrant check. Upon returning to the stopped automobile, the officer spotted a brown paper sack on the seat. Closer inspection revealed that the sack contained marijuana. The occupants were convicted for unlawful possession of marijuana. The defendants contended that there
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119 481 S.W.2d at 109-10.
121 Id. at 112.
122 The court of criminal appeals elsewhere has said "probable cause" when they could have arguably meant "reasonable grounds." E.g., in Lara v. State, 469 S.W.2d 177, 179 (Tex. Crim. App. 1971), cert. denied, 404 U.S. 1040 (1972), the court held that the police officers "had probable cause to be suspicious and the arrest was authorized under Art. 14.03 . . ." (Emphasis added.)
117 See note 2 supra.
was no justification for the stop of the automobile. The court of criminal appeals agreed with the defendants and indicated their unwillingness to "blanket-label" a substantial portion of a city as a high crime area to justify the stop of the automobile in the circumstances presented. The court noted that the officer's suspicion was the sole reason for his stopping the automobile, and that "the inarticulate hunch, suspicion, or good faith of an arresting officer is insufficient to constitute probable cause for an arrest, search, or temporary detention." Further, the court held that the "facts presented simply do not furnish probable cause to stop and arrest under Article 14.03 [of the Code of Criminal Procedure] ...." A comparison was made with Brown v. State, with the court noting that Brown "is factually much stronger than the instant case, yet was reversed because of a lack of probable cause." To find an absence of probable cause in Brown and then to determine that probable cause existed in Talbert would be "wholly inconsistent" according to the court.

While as in Brown, the court in Talbert was technically guilty of misuse of the term "probable cause," it is submitted that the result in Talbert is constitutionally correct and, further, evidences not only the court of criminal appeals' increasing awareness of the doctrine of Terry, but also presumably its increasing reluctance to rely solely upon outdated statutory authority such as article 14.03 to justify constitutionally unwarranted government intrusions.

V. CONCLUSION

In assessing the impact of Terry since 1968 it must be concluded that the decision has in some instances expanded law enforcement in the area of governmental intrusions under the fourth amendment. A brief investigatory detention of a suspect prior to Terry was arguably an arrest, thus requiring probable cause to be valid; today, because of Terry, such a detention is subject to a lesser degree of judicial scrutiny, and often receives only passing treatment by the reviewing courts. The frisk procedures authorized by Terry have undergone judicial expansion as well. Today the doctrine of the protective search of a suspect for weapons, applicable in Terry and Sibron to pat-downs of the suspect's outer clothing, has been held applicable to searches of persons and things well outside the scope of the suspect's personage, such as automobiles and companions of the suspect. While application of Terry's doctrine should not be restrictively limited to on-the-street pedestrian-to-pedestrian encounters only, it is submitted that courts should place less emphasis upon Terry in determining cases in which other decisions would be more analogously applicable to the existing fact situation. For instance, if the fact situation of a case deals with the search of an automobile following a minor traffic violation, certainly decisions regarding automobile searches are logically more
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120 See note 111 supra, and accompanying text.

applicable and should be more controlling in determination than cases dealing with the frisk of a suspicious pedestrian.

However, the need for police investigative procedures such as stop-and-frisk cannot be denied if society is to have effective means of prevention, detection, and apprehension of criminal activity. A most laudable aspect of Terry is the decision's promotion of flexible, constitutional police responses to the variety of situations that are presented to law enforcement officers; an inflexible standard of probable cause demanding the same evidence no matter what kind of police action is involved is neither warranted nor desirable in situations which amount to lesser intrusions of the person or his property than an arrest or a comprehensive search. This singular aspect of Terry perhaps explains its frequent appearance as an authority in cases with fact situations dealing with a wide spectrum of police conduct besides a technical stop-and-frisk. In Texas, for instance, the decision has received increased recognition in recent court of criminal appeals decisions. It is submitted that this development can be attributed to two probable factors: (1) the doctrine of Terry and stop-and-frisk as a valuable tool for law enforcement is finding favor in the Texas courts, and (2) the prosecution is becoming more reluctant to rely solely on statutory authority to arrest, due to its often questionable constitutional validity.

To prevent further encroachment upon fourth amendment standards through Terry, reviewing courts should not be discouraged from formulating more refined and practical standards for a stop-and-frisk, as was attempted in United States v. Lopez. But it should foremost be remembered that the practices authorized by Terry do not arise automatically without limitations, but are subject to the reasonableness standard under the fourth amendment. If the doctrine of stop-and-frisk which has evolved since 1968 is kept within these confines, the balance between the interests of crime prevention and the individual's interests to be free from unreasonable governmental intrusions may be effectively struck. If, however, more substantial erosion of the doctrine is permitted by non-vigilant courts, a "long step down the totalitarian path" will be truly accomplished, as Justice Douglas warned the majority in 1968.
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